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Diamond Product # 1720 

 

Water-based urethane finish & sealer 
 

This liquid finish and sealer is designed specifically for maximum adherence to terrazzo and other porous stone flooring. Its 
water-based urethane formula also offers a superior base coat for acrylic finishes that are subjected to burnishing or spray 
buffing operations. It forms a solid, level surface and creates strong bonds between the finish and the floor’s surface. 
 

Features and Benefits 
⚫ Gives floors a ‘tough-as-stone” foundation to create sparkling finishes. 

⚫ Forms a solid, flat surface. 

⚫ Allows solids in the finish to reflect light straight up, creating a “wet-look.” 

⚫ Creates a strong bond between the finish and the floor. 
 

Directions Complete directions on product label 
Apply sealer on a newly stripped, cleaned terrazzo or stone floor.  Do 
not use the same mop that was used for stripping the floor.  Use a 
clean rayon/cotton blend mop to apply.   Apply two coats, allowing 
sealer to dry thoroughly between coats. 
 
Apply Jewel, Crystal or Dazzle floor finishes to provide low 
maintenance, high shine floors.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Safety 
Caution: Harmful if swallowed. May damage fertility or the unborn child. May cause damage to organs through prolonged or repeated 
exposure.  Keep out of the reach of children. 

                                                                                                                                      NFPA RATINGS 
                         Flammability 
 
 
 
         Health                                   Reactivity 

 
 

 

Properties  

Appearance................. White opaque emulsion 

Fragrance.................... Mild 

Ready to Use............... Yes 

pH……………….......... 8.0-9.0 

Drying Time…….......... 20-40 minutes 

Leveling…………......... Excellent 

Gloss……………......... Variable with porosity of substrate 

Application………........ Mop on using a rayon/cotton blend 
mop 

Active Ingredients CAS Number 
Water ……………………………………………………………………………….…………... 7732-18-5 

Acrylic Polymers ……………………………………………………………………...……….. Withheld 

Urethane Polymer..…………………………………………………...…………………..…… Withheld 

Tributoxyethyl Phosphate ……………………………………………………………..……… 78-51-13 

Methyl Pyrrolidone .…………………………………………………………………...………. 872-50-4 

  

DOT Shipping   (ground transportation) 
Proper Shipping Name: None 
Class: None 
ID Number: None 
Packing Group: None 

Quantities 
30, 35 & 55 gallon 

5 or 6 gallon 

6 X 1 gallon 

4 X 1 gallon 

1 

1 

0 
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